The role of palliative radiotherapy in bladder cancer: a narrative review
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Abstract: Bladder cancer is the 6th most common cancer worldwide and contributes significant excess mortality and morbidity. It often presents at a late stage when it is incurable, and the prognosis is poor. The local symptoms of bladder cancer—including haematuria, dysuria, frequency, nocturia and pain, have significant effects on quality of life and may require frequent inpatient admissions. As a palliative treatment, radiotherapy can be uniquely useful in providing targeted long term symptomatic control, although this must be balanced against the potential of causing toxicity. A variety of radiotherapy protocols have been developed for managing these symptoms. The results of several studies show that radiotherapy delivered in a hypofractionated regime (21 Gy in 3 fractions) can provide relief of these symptoms within a few weeks. Other commonly used regimes include 35 Gy in 10 fractions, 30 Gy in 5 fractions, a once weekly 36 Gy in 6 fractions, and a single 8 Gy fraction. In the palliative setting symptom resolution lasts for the majority of the patients remaining lifespan. Benefit is particularly clear for symptomatic haematuria and in these patients even single doses may provide rapid benefit. To maximise benefit from radiotherapy, studies are urgently needed to better estimate the prognosis of patients presenting with bladder cancer.
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Introduction

Bladder cancer is the 6th most commonly occurring cancer worldwide. Each year there are over 550,000 new cases of bladder cancer and more than 200,000 deaths (1). Bladder cancer often presents at a late incurable stage and predominantly affects a more elderly population many of whom are unfit for radical treatment. Unfortunately prognosis is poor in this patient population and palliative treatment is therefore the mainstay of their oncological management (2). Significant tumour associated symptoms are common in these patients. Debilitating symptoms associated with local effects of bladder cancer can be split into three categories; haematuria, lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) (dysuria, urinary frequency and nocturia) and pain. All can cause significant detriment to quality of life requiring frequent inpatient admissions and the use of supportive medications associated with their own specific toxicities.

Palliative cancer care shifts the focus away from curing the disease and moves towards improving these symptoms and maintaining quality of life. For bladder cancer palliative treatment may consist of chemotherapy, immunotherapy, radiotherapy and close supportive medical care to alleviate
symptom burden. Unfortunately uptake of appropriate palliative management in bladder cancer, in particular the utilisation of radiotherapy is often poor (3,4).

Radiotherapy is a uniquely useful adjunct—when it is appropriately delivered—in providing long-term control of the symptoms of bladder cancer. It can be delivered rapidly, in requiring little of the patient’s time, it is minimally invasive and can provide rapid and prolonged remission of symptoms. However as an intervention with the potential to cause toxicity, and where symptom control may take a time to materialize, the choice of which patients will derive overall benefit can be challenging (5,6). Worryingly there is evidence that these difficulties have led to a deficit in the limiting of patient access to access of potentially curative treatment regimes for bladder cancer (4).

In advanced muscle invasive bladder cancer (MIBC) radiotherapy is commonly delivered to the whole bladder volume due to concerns regarding localising the lesion, changes in position between radiotherapy doses and the multifocal nature of many bladder cancers. The aim of this treatment is to relieve symptoms specific to the local disease but may also provide some temporary local control of disease. Although radiotherapy represents a more targeted option than systemic chemotherapy, side effects are common (7,8), with basic techniques. Most significant toxicity comes from irradiation of adjacent bowel and bladder. Radiotherapy techniques have improved significantly over recent years. The majority of palliative radiotherapy is now given following 3D imaging to optimise identification of the target volume sand surrounding at organs at risk (OARs) minimising side effects from dosing to other local organs. The risks of toxicity must be balanced against the potential benefits in alleviating tumour specific symptoms. This is particularly important in these patients who are often elderly and frail.

Radiotherapy regimes used for MIBC pelvic radiotherapy vary widely and are influenced by healthcare system, patient and tumour factors. Hypofractionation allows the total dose of radiotherapy to be given over a shorter period of time. This has socio-economic advantages of limiting the impact on the patient and the radiotherapy department. With hypofractionation the risk of late toxicity (>6 months from treatment) is theoretically increased however given that the median overall survival (OS) for palliative MIBC is 7.5 months, this is of limited concern (7). Reassuringly in the curative setting hypofractionated bladder radiotherapy has not been shown to increase late toxicity (9,10).

The evidence for the efficacy of hypofractionated palliative regimes for bladder cancer is supported by the MRC BA09 randomised control trial. In this study 500 patients were randomised 1:1 to receive either 35 Gy in 10 fractions or 21 Gy in 3 fractions (7). The study collected detailed information on symptoms related to bladder cancer and radiotherapy toxicity before and after treatment. No difference was demonstrated between the two arms for either toxicity, symptom relief or OS. A once weekly 6 fraction course has also been shown to be equivalent to the more traditional 35 Gy in 10 fractions regime and may provide a more manageable alternative for patients struggling with mobility (11). Given the limited life expectancy for this patient group minimising the burden of treatment is crucial and therefore the shorter 3 fraction regime should be preferred in all patients. We present the following article in accordance with the Narrative Review reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/apm-20-1347).

### Radiotherapy outcomes for specific bladder symptoms

Haematuria affects nearly a third of patients with MIBC and can cause pain and symptomatic anaemia (7,12). Frank haematuria with clot formation can result in painful retention necessitating catheterisation. In those patients unfit for surgical intervention definitive management options may include embolization or radiotherapy. Radiotherapy is effective for haemostasis in multiple malignancies. The mechanism by which it achieves haemostasis is poorly understood but may be due to destruction of tissue microvasculature and/or stimulation of platelet activation (13,14).

The BA09 trial provides the best evidence of the efficacy of radiotherapy for haemostasis in bladder cancer. At baseline 167 of 494 patients had significant haematuria, with 20% suffering from continuous haematuria or haematuria with visible clots. Immediately following the completion of the radiotherapy regime over half of these patients experienced improvement in their haematuria with worsening symptoms were seen in less than 10%. The rapid onset (within days to weeks) of haematuria relief has been confirmed by several other retrospective studies (15,16). In the BA09 study the benefit continued to accrue and at 3 months post treatment, in those patients still alive, 88% had resolution of their haematuria which was prolonged with a median time to deterioration of symptoms of 9 months.

Retrospective reviews from several institutes have
confirmed this finding. A retrospective review of data from 2 UK centres identified 241 patients (20%) who received radiotherapy for haematuria and at 6 weeks post-treatment over half of patient symptoms had resolved (2). Multiple different dosing schedules were used and there was no clear benefit of one fractionation strategy over any other. In a series of 65 patients treated with a once weekly regime of 36/30 Gy in 6 fractions (11). Thirty-seven had haematuria and 92% had symptom resolution at 3 months. A recent study of a similar regime demonstrated haematuria improvement in 91% of patients that in the majority persisted for their remaining lives with a median haematuria free survival of 13 months (17).

Pain, dysuria, frequency and nocturia—collectively referred to as LUTS—are common complaints in patients with MIBC. In contrast to haematuria the outcomes from radiotherapy are more mixed. One reason for this is that it is likely that even small lesions are capable of causing bladder irritation and generating these symptoms. Therefore even significant reduction in tumour bulk may not be sufficient to alleviate symptoms. Furthermore radiotherapy can cause irritation of the lining of the bladder and may exacerbate LUTS in the short term.

Again the BA09 trial provides detailed information. At base line 36% of patients had nocturia, 16% had frequency (greater than 1–2 episodes hourly) and 44% of patients had dysuria (7). At 3-month follow up 88% of surviving patients had relief of dysuria, 62% had relief of nocturia and 72% had relief of frequency. At early time points (1–2 weeks) the results are more mixed with improvement for each symptom in around 20% of patients but a worsening of symptoms in a third. There was no significant difference between the two radiotherapy regimes in the number of patients for whom LUTS improved or the duration for which they improved, which was an average of 9 months. Given the median OS of 9 months this suggests that the majority of patients who become symptom free will remain so for their remaining lifespan.

Similar benefits were seen in retrospective cohort studies. After 36/30 Gy in 6 fractions there was improvement of LUTS in 51% at 1 month (11). The length of symptom relief was an average of 7 months with a median OS of 9 months. This again suggests that benefit may be achieved for the majority of a patient’s lifespan. Jose et al. treated 65 patients with the same hypofractionated weekly dosing regime and identified similar findings regarding symptom control with frequency controlled in 68% of patients and nocturia in 50%. Dysuria was only controlled in 10% of the population however numbers were small (18). A more recent report of 58 symptomatic patients with the same palliative regime identified resolution of pain and dysuria in 100% of patients of frequency and nocturia in 67% (19).

In summary for haematuria benefit from radiotherapy occurs rapidly within days to weeks and is maintained over the remaining lifespan of the patient. Thus for macroscopic haematuria resulting in significant symptoms or need for transfusion a trial of hypofractionated radiotherapy is in most cases an appropriate intervention even for those with limited life expectancy. Though the results for LUTS are less impressive than seen for haematuria, for the majority of patient treatment with radiotherapy would be a useful adjunct. However given the increased time to onset of benefit and consideration of toxicity and prognosis are of greater importance than treating for LUTS alone.

**Side effects of palliative bladder radiotherapy**

Radiotherapy side effects may occur from the target organ or nearby structures. In the setting of palliative bladder radiation short-term side effects are of the most concern, as the majority of patient will in most cases not survive long enough to experience late toxicities. Key early toxicities in bladder radiotherapy include the worsening of LUTS and acute bowel toxicities including diarrhoea, PR bleeding and rectal pain (19,20).

In the BA09 trial whilst worsening of all urinary symptoms was seen for nearly a third of patients by the end of treatment, at 3 months this had improved with only 20% of patients having worsened nocturia or frequency and only 10% having worsened dysuria. The absence of a control group makes these figures difficult to interpret and this persistent worsening of symptoms may simply represent patients with non-responding disease rather than treatment toxicity. Acute bowel toxicity was also seen in a significant number of patients at the end of treatment. Symptoms of frequency and diarrhoea were present in 36% and 40% of patients respectively and rectal pain was worsened in 20%. The majority of symptoms had resolved by 3 months. The previously discussed retrospective cohort studies largely confirm these findings (20,21). In the series receiving 36/30 Gy in 6 fractions (McLaren et al.), 18% of the 65 patients treated experienced acute grade 3 urinary toxicity and 12% experienced acute RTOG grade 3 bowel toxicity (11). Scholten et al. found diarrhoea in 36% and frequency in 65% but none of the 69 patients developed acute G3 toxicity.
Late toxicity of radiotherapy affecting the bowel and bladder can include late onset of LUTs, bowel frequency and tenesmus or the development of bowel strictures, frozen pelvis or severe reduction of bladder volume. In one small study of hypofractionated regime of 36 Gy in 6 fractions late toxicity, defined as persisting LUTs at 1 year in absence of measurable disease, were present in 25% of patients (4/16). Late bowel toxicity of grade 3 or 4 was only seen in a single patient (18). Similar results were seen in two further studies with similar fractionation schedule in which 15% and 9% of patients had low grade late urinary toxicity (17,20). One series of 125 relatively good prognosis patients with T2-T3 disease having a 5-year survival of 39% receiving 36 Gy in 6 fractions reported severe (grade 3) late side effects in only 6 patients. This provides some reassurance about the safety of more hypofractionated regimes particularly in the setting of later disease with poor prognosis. Improving radiotherapy techniques such as adaptive planning—in which the radiotherapy target volume is updated before each fraction and margins around the target may be reduced—could decrease these toxicities even further (22).

**Completion of radiotherapy and prediction tools for life expectancy in bladder cancer**

Appropriate patient selection is important for ensuring maximum benefit for frail patients. In the BA09 study rates of treatment drop out were low with only 15 of 500 patients failing to complete treatment (7). In the real world setting results are worse with up to 20% of patients failing to complete treatment or dying within 30 days of treatment completion (2). Similarly 12% (8/65) of patients in one retrospective study did not complete the assigned radiotherapy course due to toxicity or death (11). Patients in both retrospective studies were treated in some cases with longer regimes as compared to the regimes in BA09, which were over 3 days to 2 weeks, and this may explain the difference in failure rates.

Studies in the setting of other palliative treatments for malignancy have shown that clinician estimation of prognosis, particularly towards the end of life is frequently inaccurate and over estimates life expectancy (23). To improve on this multiple groups have attempted to develop prognostic models to identify those patients with very short survivals who may not benefit from palliative radiotherapy. Anorexia, ECOG PS, and the presence of liver metastases were identified as important factors linked very short survival (24). These studies have not been validated in external datasets and therefore their utility is not yet clear. Furthermore, bladder cancer made up only a small fraction of patients within the training datasets raising questions as to the applicability to this disease. In palliative bladder cancer many unique clinical parameters have been associated with poor outcomes including haemoglobin, PS, lymphopenia and stage (2,25). Validation of a prognostic model to identify those with very short survival in bladder cancer is urgently needed. Bladder cancer affects a predominantly elderly population who are often frail and have multiple comorbidities. In such patients, performance status may be insufficient to capture the extent of frailty. More detailed frailty measures are emerging as alternatives to PS and may provide useful adjuncts in bladder cancer management (26,27).

**Conclusions and summary**

In summary bladder radiotherapy provides excellent and rapid palliation of symptoms. Given the clear absence of benefit for both OS and symptom control from prolonged regimes, short hypofractionated treatment regimes are recommended. Benefit is particularly clear for symptomatic haematuria and in these patients even single doses may provide rapid benefit in those with poor prognosis. It is important to remember that denying patients access to radiotherapy towards the end of life may cause harm allowing troublesome symptoms to persist.

Going forwards multisite prospective studies of practice would be informative. Alongside a move towards routine collection of patient reported outcome measures, such studies will allow a more personalised approach to identifying those patients most likely to benefit from bladder radiotherapy.

Research selection: PubMed searches were performed using the terms: bladder cancer, radiotherapy, dysuria, frequency and haematuria for all study designs. Search results were reviewed for relevance.
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